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Io ABSTRACT
GENERAL
This report describes the tests performed and results obtained in
evaluation of 10 types of Miniature Ceramic Capacitors not currently
covered by Military Specifications to a series of environmental and
operating stresses. All of these capacitors represent "advanced state-
of-the-art" parts with respect to size vs. capacitance value. The purpose
of the test is shown below:
1. To accurately determine the suitability of these types of
parts for spacecraft applications.
2. To determine differences, if any, in reliability between
$
various manufacturers, both as a function of environmental
stresses and electrical and thermal stress levels.
3. To determine the validity of a Screen or Burn-In on sub-
sequent parts performance.
4. To determine or verify the existence of temperature and
voltage acceleration factors during life testing.
5. To develop, in addition to attributes data, information
• such as "passed" or "failed" statistical data relating to the
parametric behavior of the parts throughout the test series.
The IDEP summary sheets listed as Secion II of this abstract provide
an account of this test insofar as parts tested, tests performed and results
obtained based upon catastrophic failures alone. In addition, the following
data is presented for parametric failures, which are defined as follows:
(a) Capacitance- Initial" Measurements in excess of +30% of
nominal value, or a change of 15% between successive readings.
(b) Dissipation Factor - Initial Measurements in excess of 110%
of a manufacturer's limit, "or a change in consecutive readings
• of 100% or greater,, or a post environmental reading of 125%
of a manufacturers specification•
1-1
(c) Insulation Resistance - Initial Measurements of less than
1000 megohms, or a change greater than 1000 x between two
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0 0 0 0 0 0 i 1
7 1 0 1 24 36 8 "8
1 0 0 0 2 4 3 3
2 0 1 1 29 36 9 9
0 0 0 1 1 3 2 2
5 1 0 21 56 86 i0 I0
3 4 2 0
8 1 7 0
15 33 6 6
17 33 7 7
1 0 0 0 14 15 5
2 1 0 4 4 11 4 4
1-2
The above chart demonstrates definite differences between
manufacturers.
The computed failure rates, based upon all life test groups ranges
from . 78% per 1000 hours (90% confidence) for Aerovox parts to 41%
per 100 hours (90% confidence) for Scionics parts with other manufacturers
falling between.
The current screening specification for these types of parts is shown
to be inadequate for reliability prediction.
Complete data is developed for Temperature Coefficients of all





Capacitor, Fixed Ceramic, Lead Mount
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SUMMARY








6. TEST TYPE, ETC.
Evaluation to JPL Requirements
l THIS TEST (SUPERSEDES)(SUPPLEMENTS) REPORT NO." Supplements 152.20.50.40-E4
BA PART TYPE, SIZE, RATeNG, LOT, ETC.
Capacitor O. £ mfd +10% 50V




I]. INTERNAL SPECS. ETC REQ'DTO UTILIZE REPT. ENCL}
+A-_+- +-3P-_L-TeB{ Pr0ce--d-u_re
C D SPEC. PARAe-RAPH/_.
PER
spit METHOD/CONDITION
9. VENDOR 10. VENDOR PART NO.
1
Aerovox MC605104RK '
[ I of 2
8  30T65
11. IND/'GOV STD NO I i ) 'ro_'AL.
t-!/LS_
16+ SUGARY OF REPORT, NATURE OF FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN:
(1) Test started with 170 spe.cimens divided
2000 Hours (_ 50V @ 85°C
2000 Hours @ 50V @ 125°C
10 Cycles Method 106 MIL-STD-202
Steps 1-6
Insulation Resistmnee
168 hrs. @ 2 x Rated Voltage @ 125°C 50 0
50 - 3000 Cycles, 35g rms 3 axes,
6 _weeps/axis 100 0
300 g Peak, I Mil{isecond l
3 Axes, 10 Blows/Axis i00 0 I
-55°C to +125°C 10 Cycles I100 0
into groups.




II - 50 parts, Group III- 10 parts,
Except for removed failures, parts
to the tests as shown.
Failure definition is open, short or
* (OV IER)
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Group IV - 10 parts, Group V - 10 parts.
were subjected in equal quantities sequentially
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Examine for Defects 3X Magnification
Capacitance, Dissipation Factor,




TEST LEVELS, DURATION AND OTHER DETAILS
(OVER)
%J,_.. !$A' PART TYPE, SIZE. RATING. LOT, ETC - - Jr 9 'VENDOR
5' Radial Lead Flat Ceramic .......
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__ MC605104RK_ _ .... _7-0 1
i
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• i i i
TEST LEVELS, DURATION AND OTHER DETAILS
i, i
2000 Hours @ 100 V @ 85°C
2000 Hours @ 100V @ 125°C
200,9 Hours @ 200 V @ 85°C
2000 Hours @ 200 V @ 125°C
Capacitance, Dissipation Factor and
Ins"]__tiO_ n_ Resistance @ __oc_v_ f,__v__1,a_o("
5 lb. Pull followed.by Bend & 5 - 360 ° a_
Increase D.C. working Voltage to
Do._tructi nn
II
SUIdMARY OF REPORT, NATURE OF FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN:
(3) Tested to Destruction values of breakdown voltage ranged from 740 volts to _,500
volts.
1 O_PONENT PART N_E PER GENERIC CODE
Capacitor, Fixed Ceramic, Lead Mount
"40RI GIN A TOR' S R EPO R-f TiTL-E ......
-, !$A PART TYPE, SIZE, RATING. LOT, ETC.
;I" Radial lead flat Ceramic
._Capacitor 0. I mfg_CL_
Evaluation Test, Ceramic Capacitors, 6 TESTTYPE.ETC,
Tubular and Flat Evaluation to JPL Requirements
l THJSTEST(SUPERSEDES)(SUPPLEaWENTS)REPORTNO: Supplements 152.20.50.40-E4"
9 VENDOR _ 10 VENDOR PART NO. V .... _-o+Au











14. _IL. SPECS./STDS. REFERENCED IN 15CSENT WITH REPORT NO.
13. INTERNAL SPECS. ETC REQ'D TO UTILIZE REPT _ENC'_L/_-]_ . JPL-Test;Pr.ocedure- , .
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TEST LEVELS. DURATION AND OTHER DETAILS
|, , •
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168 hrs. @ 2 x Rated Voltage @ 125°C
50 - 3000 Cycles, 35g rms 3 axes,
6 sweeps/axis
300 g Peak, i Mil_isecond
3 Axes, i0 Blows/Axis
-55°C to +125°C 10 Cycles 89 0
I0 Cycles Method 106 MIL-STD-202 I
Step_s 1-6 89 1
50 3
" 2000 Hours (_ 50V @ 85°C
" 2000 Hours @ 50V @ 125°C
I I I I I
OF FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN:
Test started wi'th 170 specimens divided into groups. Group I - 50 parts, Gz_oup
II - 50 parts, Group III - 10 parts, Group IV - 10 parts, Group V - 10 parts.
Except for removed failures, parts were subjected in equal quantities sequentially
























V_NDO. ,N_,O_FO o,' t_,lt,,,E_uLTO_.119. $'GN"D 20. CONTm_CTO,, l su,,co.v,,_cTo,,
"" " "C"_ }:"_r-_'" I [_ IPan Technical !_
RODUCTION OR DISPLAY OF THIS MATERIAL FOR SALES OR PUBLICITY PURPOSES IS PROHIBITED.
...........'"' I 2oI'2
l;..'SA PARTTYPE, SlZE, RATTNG, LOT,ETCL - ....... __VENDOR .... 10 VENDOR PART NO Ill IND GOV. STD NO i12_.°; _-c
f Radial lead flat Ceramic iChem_Electr o .... T _F - ....
5 Capacitor 0_ 1 mfg _I_OOV IRe._enrch __CK2R104K_ _ ....... 1170_
































JPL 152.20-02 2000 Hours @ 100 V @ 85°C
" 2000 Hours @ 100V @ 125°C
I
2000 Hours (_ 200 V _ 85°C
2000 Hours @ 200 V @ 125°C
__ __








Capacitance, Dissipation Factor and
!_n_s,Oation Resistance @ -55°C to +!45oC
5 lb. Pull followed by Bend& 5- 360 ° a;
Increase D. C. working Voltage to
Do.el rn eli nn
16. _WIWIARY OF REPORT, NATURE OF FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN:




























Capacitor, Fixed Ceramic, Lead Mount
-40RIGINATOR'SREPORT TITLE
Evaluation Test, Ceramic Capacitors,
Tubular and Flat
SUMMAR'_
SHEET I I , J. q_" 2 ,
2 PROGRAM OR WEAPON SYSTEM |
Mariner 3 " [?,:[:o-!;_
s oR_XYS_._ REP6_TNO, ]k_. co.oL | 7 i30 65
152.20-02 l -;_ ;°:"_l 8 30"65
6 TEST TYPE, ETC
Evaluation to JPL Requirements
,,=,._8A PART TYPE, SIZE, RATING, LOT, ETC
! Radial Lead Flat Ceramic




THIS TEST (SUPERSEDES)(SUPPLEMENTS) REPORT NO: _:unn]oment_ i 52.20.50.40-E_
Gu_Dlt n ...... } CK16M104K _ ..... _170
1
,rSl_]_TEST OR ENVIRONMENT sp_RcI
I_2]__ Visual
Initial X I
. Measuremenl s 1
Screen






16 SUGARY OF REPORT, NATURE
I
4 _.i i I lOVE :_)l
13 INTERNAL SPECS. ETC REO'D TO UTILIZE REPT. __ENCL] SENT WITH REPORT NO [ 14 MIL. _ECS. STDS REFERENCED IN 1SC
:_I- l_e_2 Pr°cedur-e- I _ 1'I MIL-_TD-202C II _ _
_ ..... =- .... [ .......r
F I
D SPEC. PARAGRAPH/' E TEST LEVELS. DURATION AND OTHER DETAILS
_o I
, METHOD/CONDITION ,_,_c],, _o
JPL 152.20-02 Examine for Defects 3X Magnification 170_
Capacitance, Dissipation Factor, ,
" Insulation Re sist_rice_ !_20__
40i" 168 hrs. @ 2 x Rated Voltage @ 125°C
50 - 3000 Cycles, 35g rms 3 axes,
" 6 sweens/axis 99 '
300 gPeak, 1 MilUsecond .__ 9_[_
" 3 Axes, 10 Blows/Axis_ ............
" -55°C to +125°C 10 Cycles , 9;7 1
10 Cycles Method 106 MIL-STD-202 [
,, _eps 1-6 97i 0
,, (_ O2000 Hours @ 50V _ ____
" 2000 Hours @ 50V @ 125°C
I
OF FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN:
(1) Test started with 170 specimens divided into groups. Group I - 50 parts, Group
II - 50 parts, Group Ill - 10 parts, Group IV - 10 parts, Group V - 10 parts.
Except for removed failures, parts were subjected in equal quantities sequentially
to the tests as shown.
(2) Failure definition is open, short or inability to sustain voltage on Life Test.
(2)
,,=+.,SA PART TYPE, SIZE. RATING. LOT. ETC 9 VENDOR
._ Radial Lead Flat Ceramic












IND GOV STD NO
170
t =l _t
TEST LEVELS, DURATION AND OTHER DETAILS
2000 Hours @ 100 V @ 85°C
2000 Hours @ 100V @ 125°C





b B o i10;0
Pull followed y end & 5 - 360 arcs !





1 COMPONENT PART NAME PER GENERIC CODE
Capacitor, Fixed Ceramic, Lead Mount
OR_CnNATOR'S REPORT TITL( .....
Evaluation Test, Ceramic Capacitors,
Tubular and Flat
REPORT SUMMARY ,SHEET, ; I _)f 2
2 PROGRAM OR wEAPON SYSTEI, I _ t
Mariner 3- o,,l -o I_"-
-5--O-RFdlNAiOR'S REPORT NO - TEST COMPL 7 [30 '65
152.20-02 ;_c0.o_ 8 30:65
Evaluation to JPL Requirements
TEST(_.ERSEDESl(SUPPLEMENTS)REPORTNO: _ 20-50. 40-E4
,,%.'8,--_'R__T_'_--_ 49 yENDgR _ _A_].0 _PAR"_'-_--'Tll ND GOV STD NO
" "Axial Lead Flat Ceramiel• ........... ] 1 i _ -- "'','....... - - ; _: - --........
2 Capaclt°r-1 0 mid _i_V _ Gulton ................, CN0_M.10aK , 170
i-i
[15A '" ' C D ' E F O
_.7 TEST OR ENVIRON"ENT s_R c M_Pt:0:/_oI_GIRTNIIO_ / TEST LEVELS, DURATION AND OTHER DETAILS ::,E I .o J
al_ Visual
In._n_ntinn X JPL 152.20-02 Exlmine for Defects 3X Magnification !170 0
Capacitance, Dissipation Factor,




















I _o hrs. _ 2 x Rated Voltage @ 1250C 50, 3
I. _kl qIJ --_----
50 - 3000 Cycles, 35g rms 3 axes, { 97 2
300 g Peak, 1 Millisecond ,_ _ ?_
3 Axes, 10 Blows/Axis _ [ 9ai_O
-55°C to +125°C 10 Cycles 95_1
10 Cycles Method 106 MIL-STD-202 [Steps 1-6 _ 94 1
G_0/)--l:Im__J_ 85 °C I _14_3 •2000 Hours @ 50V @ 125°C 4 3]_OV IER I ,
REPRODUCTION OR DISPLAY OF THIS MATERIAL FOR SALES OR PUBLICITY PURPOSES IS PROHIBITED.
(2)
16 SUGARY OF REPORT. NATUREOF FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE ACTIOHSTAKEN: ' ;_i
( ) Test started with 170 specimens divided into groups. Group I- 50 parts, Group Io, I
II - 50 parts, Group Ill - 10 parts, Group IV - 10 parts, Group V - 10 parts. ]._ ]
Except for removed failures, parts were subjected in equal quantities sequentiallYl_ I
to the tests as shown, I_ [
(2) Failuredefinitionisopen, shortorinabilitytosustainvoltageonLifeTest, li I
;I
,o ,18A PART TYPE, SIZE, RATING, LOT, ETC
































IND OOV "STD NO ]2,_*;Lq
.... .7170 .
I
TEST LEVELS, DURATION AND OTHER DETAILS
2000 Hours @ 100 V @ 85°C
2000 Hours @ 100V @ 125°C
9. VENDOR
16. SU_IMARY OF REPORT, NATURE OF FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN:
2000 Hours @ 200 V @ 85°C







Capacitance, Dissipation Factor and
Tn-_"latio_n_ Resistance @ -55°C to +1 a_oc"
5 lb. Pull followed bv Bend & 5 - 360 ° m
Increase D. C. working Voltage to
DR.qt rn at i on "
(3) Tested to Destruction values of breakdown voltage ranged from 270volts to 620
volts.
15 6




Capacitor, Fixed Ceramic, Lead Mount
_4 .....ORIGINATOR'S REPORT TITLE
Evaluation Test, Ceramic Capacitors,
Tubular and Flat
....... - ..... ;..ql_ REPORT SUMMARY SHEET
I •
COMPONENT PART N/U_E PER GENERIC CODE 2 PROGRAM OR WEAPON SYSTEM
Mariner
S ORIGINATOR'S REPORT NO
152.20-02
-6 TEST TYPE, ETC
, I9f2
_.c .... | 7 .30 65
[_ ....... l 8 ao 65
Evaluation to JPL Requirements
7
,.It.'GA PART TYPE, SIZE, RATING, LOT, ETC I 9 VENDOR
"Radial Lead Fiat Ceramic ]King




13 INTERNAL SPECS ETC REQ'D TO UTILIZE REPT !ENCL
A T JPL Test Procedure *
|,
tC,
THIS TEST (SUPERSEDES)(SUPPLEMENTS) REPORT NO: Supplements 152.20-50.40-E4
i !0 VENDOR PART NO !ll IND GOV STD NO l_?:f°StLc
KC80BWI04K: .__70 _
...... _ ........... +___ __
SENT WITH REPORT NO
15=20-02 -- i __ .
I (OV IR)
i
14 _IL.SPECS STDS REFERENCED IN 15C __
n ! STD- 202c
t
ri
iTEST OR ENVIRONMENT SpECie
Visual
In._n_eti c)n IX




t_ yib-ratLqn- ---i X|| Shock ,X




I-__V Life _X ,
V Life IY
p I




Examine for Defects 3X Magnification _!70
Capacitance, Dissipation Factor,








168 hrs. @ 2 x Rated Voltage @ 125°C
50 - 3000 Cycles, 35g rms 3 axes,6 sweeps/aTas_ .........
i 300gPeak, 1 Millisecond
3 Axes, 10___
-55°C to +125°C 10 Cycles
99
10 Cycles Method 106 MIL-STD-202
Steps 1-6
2000 Hours @ 50V @ 85°C






16 SUGARY OF REPORT,NATUREOF FAILURESAND CORRECTIVEACTIONSTAKEN:
(1) Test started with 170 specimens divided into groups. Group I - 50 parts, Group
II - 50 parts, Group III - 10 parts, Group IV - 10 parts, Group V - 10 parts.
Except for removed failures, parts were subjected in equal quantities sequentially
to the tests as shown.
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,;.,, 18A PART_I_pE, SIZE, RATING, LOT, ETC_ 9 VENDOR
S " Radial Lead Flat ceranqic- [ Ki-ng





10 VENDOR PART NO 11 IND GOV STD NO
I
/




C D SPEC. PARAGRAPH/ E
ENVIRONMENT P(a TEST LEVELS.
sP(c METHOD/CONDITION
i im i
Life X JPL 152.20-02 2000 Hours @ 100 V @ 85°C
I
i
DURATION AND OTHER DETAILS









16 SUkU4ARY OF REPORT. NATURE OF FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN:
2000 Hours _ 200 V @ 85°C
2000 Hours @ 200 V @ 125°C
Capacitance, Dissipation Factor and
In_,,l__tionResistance @ _5_o(__ t,____1.a_o¢ TM
5 lb. Pull followedbv Bend & 5 - 360 ° a:










Tested to DestrucHon V_l_ues of _breakdown voltage ranged from 580volts to 1300
volts.
.%_.. REPORT
_t_ r'_Rw No _A 962
1 CO*,'_NENT'PARTM_E PERGENEmC ODE
Capacitor, Fixed Ceramic, Lead Mount
"4 ORIGINATOR'S REPORT TITLE
Evaluation Test, Ceramic Capacitors,
Tubular and Flat
7 THIS TEST (SUPERSEDES) (SUPPLEMENTS) REPORT N0:
,_,._lSA PART TYPE, SIZE, RATING, LOT, ETC.
1 Axial Lead Flat Ceramic
+ Capacitor O. 1-m_L-F]._SO_
2'
SHEET I,' rlf?II I i iii i
2. PROGRAM OR WEAPON SYSTEM L o., . YRMariner 13 - : [ I o. --
s " 1'''T' __[ _30_65




Evaluation to JPL Requirements
i
Supplements 152.20.50.40-E4
_9 VEN:DOR .... "_ VI=N_R P ARTNO _ _L,I--!ND_'GO._STD NO]_'_
_ai___ __._DIQ4K i ...... '__! 70_1
J I
I , 1
SENTWITHREPORTNO J 1,. UlL. SPECS./STDS.REFERENCEDIN ISC __
: ;_: _--2I:N 'AND OTHE22:LS ..... F--_
"r ls'r E c m'AIL EO
12 INTERNAL SPECS. ETC REQ'DTO UTILIZE REPT.





















E_mihe for Defects 3X Magnification
Capacitance, Dissipation Factor,
" Insulation Resista nee
" 168 hrs. @ 2 x Rated Voltage @ 125°C
50 - 3000 Cycles, 35g rms 3 axes,
" _ sweeps/axis
300 g Peak, 1 MilUsecond
" 3 Axes: 10 Blows/Axis





10 Cycles Method 106 MIL-STD-202
Steps 1-6
2000 Hours @ 50V @ 85°C '








16 SU_,_ARY DF REPORT. NATURE OF FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN:
(1) Test started with 170 specimens divided into groups. Group I - 50 parts, Group
II - 50 parts, Group III - 10 parts, Group IV - 10 parts, Group V - 10 parts.
Except for removed failures, parts were subjected in equal quantities sequentially
to the tests as shown.
(2) Failure definition is open, short or inability to sustain voltage on Life Test.









|1o V_NOOR iNWO_EDOF ?l|'f _lt_t.? OYI, _9. $1ONEO
_7 TESTED IFYONID IO. Cv " _ CONTRACTOR [ SUICONTR A C TOqll
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_ TOTAL,_t,. IliA PART TYPE, SIZE, RATING, LOT, ETC. 9. VENDOR 10. VENDOR PART IqO 11. IND/GOV. 'STO NO 2 ,,srtJ
Axial Lead Flat Ceramic [ !
i
TEST OR ENVIRO#IIIENT Ptm TEST LEVELS, DURATION AND OTHER DETAILS •
_iml , ,Iptc ItETHOO/CONDI TION
Life X JPL 152.20-02 2000 Hours @ I00 V @ 85°C
- J Life X " 2000 Hours @ 100V @ 125°C
Life X ," .2.GgX)Hcmrs @ 200 V @ 85°C ' !: I
--. Life X " _. 2000 Hours @ 200 V _ 125°C :i
Ii_ Temperature Capacitance, Dissipation Factor and :i 01
('_t_ffi_lpnf X " |nmdafi_n D-ffiat_ar_.-_ @ _;KO('s tt_ __IAKO/"
III Lead Bend
and Pull X " 5 lb. Pull followecl by Bend & 5 - 360 °
" Voltage- ,, Irmrease D.C. working Voltage to (3)
I]_rlLr.t i cm i0 JLO I
--] Bre_ktt_m X
j ,.,, • .
_===_ '" .
-J " . , 12_1,
I
16. SUMMARY OF REPORT, NA,'_RE OF ACTIONS TAKEN: .





Fixed Ceranlic. Lead Mount
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6 TEST TrPE ETC
.... .1-of 2----
i ' "
• _,,: ...... 7 30 65
...... i 3076 
Evaluatiot_ t() .IPL tRequi r(,nwnt 5
T,liSTFSI
PAR_ T_'PE SIZE RATING LOT, ETC
Radial Lead Flat Ceramic





2 iNTERNAL SPECS ETC -REQ'D TO UTILIZE REPT "ENCLI
1 JPL Test Procedure
m 152.20-02 +
SUPERSEDES,SUPPLEMENTS)REPORTNO:Supplements 152.20.50.40-E4
Q VENDOR • 10 VENDOR P_RT N(]Electro Mat eri_Ms
+ Corp. EK200R104K
SENT WITH REPORT NO
' , "_ + +Lc
1/0




TEST LEVELS r_U_ATIgN _ • OTHER 9ET_,ILC
[ Examine l()r D(_,I(,cts .IX Ma_nificati(+li
i Capaeitatwe, Dissit)iiti(,n iF;[,'i(;,:i--
j _n Resistml-ce
_A } C I D SPEC PARAGRAPH,
B iTEST OR ENVIRONMENT I PE_ i
,rE_j • s_,_c i _ETH OD 'CONDITION
a,l] Visual
'X I JPL 152.20-02ILLSpe ctmn.__
aili Inifial + F--
'X! ,,
Measuremen[FsZ iIf Screen
Burn-in X _ " ' 168 hrs. __2 x Rated V_Itagc (2 125()C
Ii ' + ........... +i 50 3000 C?,_les, 35g rms 3 :txes
Vibration X .i " [6__ _i:w_eeiz_ axi_
:III .... _ ' 300 g Peak, 1 Millis('c(md
i Shock !X 'I • "!_ ': *X +................ a _e_s._lOt31ows.. Axis















• i I i _ ! I
_6 _¢,U_MARY OF REPORT NATUR_ OF FAILURES AN_ CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN"
[,/
i i 10 Cycles Method 106 MIL-STD-202
jK_+ ....... "_ .... _eps _176 _
{
iX +.: ..... :'_........ .+_2000 ttonrs @ 50V C._85uC ._
!X " 2000 Hours @ 50V @ 12n C
I I1| I I
Test started with 170 specimens divided into groups. Group I 50 parts,
II- 50 I)arts, GrouplII- 10 parts, Group IV 10 parts, Group V - 10 parts.
Except for removed failures,
to the tests as shown.




• ' to,:+ + zI'_£'-o
Group, _' _[
.S. o, ,_
parts were subjected in equal quantities sequentiall'¢
'
• I
I_ . 1"] "
i,. ......... OG ' Pan Tecl_fica't
.... & L _ Ny_l _tx_ _ Int.
EPRODUCTION OR DISPLAY OF THiS MATERIAL FOR SALES dR PUBLICITY PURPOSES IS PROHIBITED







lt. SUMV,,'RY NATURE OF











r.o'_'. REPORT SUMMARY SHEET
.... A ....... . i lof 2
e ] I e
,I CL._,£ENT PART NA.V,E PER GENERIC CODE 2. PROGRAM OR WEAPON SYSTE¼ '1
I " -- v --
Capacitor, Fixed Ceramic. Lead Mount Mariner / 3 To, T-o _R-I
' " 50_N_R',S-REPORT NO "ITEST ¢O.PL F 7 t_ri _'|
ORIGINA]:O-R'SREPORT--TI-I"L_E_......... ..... 152 ; ___,202......... _ - ,ouu_,'R-%;;-c%:-;:IRE,. co.p,l _;n -e=14°'' +u e I
Evaluation Test, Ceramic Capacitors, 6 TESTTYPE. ETC
Tubular and Flat Evaluation to JPL Requirements
7 THIS TEST (SUPERSEDES) (SUPPLEMENTS} REPORT NO: - emen s
•*,.[SA PART TYPE, SIZE, RATING, LOT, ETC. I9 VENDOR I 10 VENDOR PART NO. ]1_, IND/GOV. STD NO ll2;[°_'t_J
I Radial Lead Tubular Ceramic --]- _ i ' I
,I ,J | , J , i I
I] INTERNAL SPECS. ETC REQ'D TO UTILIZE REPT ._NCL_ SENT WITH REPORT NO. 1 14. MIL SPECS, 'STDS. REFERENCED IN 1SC J
_-. ---_ , ,
15A C D E F G
iTt-_ TEST OR ENVIRONMENT [SpE:C ME'_TE:0:I_AGDRTI_HN / TEST LEVELS, DURATION AND OTHER DETAILS _';.c,
al_ Visual I I
In_n_ctin,a Ix JPL 152.20-02 Examine for Defects 3X Magnification 170 0|
alll Ini{ial IY Capacitance, Dissipation' Factor, --- -I
MeasuremenE_ _ " Insulation Resistance 170 01
i_J _creen I
_urn-in X " 168 hrs. @ 2 x Rated Voltage @ 125°C 50 0









16 _J_ARY OF REPORT, NATURE
Test started with
50 - 3000 +Cycles, 35g rms 3 axes,
6 sweeps/axis
300 g Peak, 1 Millisecond
3 Axes: 10 Blows/ Axis
-55°C to +125°C 10 Cycles
tT
" 2000 Hours (_ 50V @ 85°C
" 2000 Hours.@ 50V @ 125°C
OF FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN:
170 specimens divided into groups.
10 Cycles Method 106 MIL-STD-202
Steps 1-6
Group I - 50 parts,
II - 50 parts, Group III- 10 15arts, Group IV - 10 parts, Group V - 10 parts.
Except for removed failures, parts were subjected in equal quantities sequentially








Failure definition is open, short or inability to sustain voltage on Life Test.
(OV F.R)
I
_17 TESTED BEYOND villi 10 VItN(_)ON IN_I'ORMI[DO{I" Till? BIII4JL? liY _9. IIIONBD _ CONTRACTOR TSUBCONTRACTOR
...................... :Pan Technical
+E.DoR ,T, oo V-]. I 1IST!l,: Sv-,-m-$ Jl_ t C I _ICATIONll T lrl. jpi
i i .











_e I|A PART TYPE, SIZE, RkTING, LOT, ETC.iVlU •
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This report presents the results of a study of the electrical per-
formance, environmental resistance, and life longevity for Miniature
Ceramic Capacitors under various temperature and voltage stress
conditions. These capacitors are advanced "state-of-the-art" units
wherein higher values of capacitance for a given size are fabricated
than are normally offered in currently available Military Grade parts.
The basic purpose of this test is to determine the suitability of
these types of capacitors for spacecraft applications. The test included
ten types of parts from eight manufacturers in order that a direct
comparison of performance can be accomplished.
The test plan, as shown subsequently, was designed to yield, in
addition to life test information, the effects, if any, of environmental
exposures upon longevity, as well as the effects of an initial screen,
or "burn-in" exposure conducted in accordance with JPL Specification
2073-0101D.
Testing was cm_ducted per the following documents:
JPL Test Procedure No. 152.20-02, dated May 13, 1964
entitled, "Test Procedure, Electronic Component Parts
Reliability Evaluation Test, Ceramic Capacitors Tubular
and Flat", as modified by
PTS Proposal 64-6, and
JPL Technical Direction Memorandum #1, dated March
16, 1965
Statistical Data reduction was performed in accordance with JPL
Specification 20040.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF TEST ITEMS
Table I is a complete listing of the parts tested.





The test design is best described by referring to Figure 1.
This test plan was used for each type of part. All tests of different
type parts were performed, insofar as possible, in parallel, so that
valid comparative results could be obtained.
As shown by Figure 1, the basic sample size for the test was
170 individual parts. These parts were divided into five groups. All
parts were subjected to Visual Inspection and Initial Measurements.
Group I (50 parts) was subjected to a Screen Test, followed by sequential
Environmental Exposures and Life Testing. Group II (50 parts) paralleled
Group I except that the Screen Test was omitted. Group II (10 parts) was
subjected to Temperature Coefficient and Terminal Strength Tests.
Group IV (10 parts) was subjected to a High Voltage Breakdown Test,
followed by Failure Analysis (dissection and visual inspection). Group
V (50 parts) was subjected only to the Life Test.
In addition to the above, five extra units of each type were supplied
as a Control Group. The Control Group was measured prior to conducting
measurements at each data point throughout the test series. Data for
these measurement s is submitted as part of the Test Log.
Following the completion of the Environmental Tests, parts from
Groups I, II and V were combined and submitted to a 2 (Temperature) x
3 (Voltage) Matrix Life Test as illustrated by Figure 2. While data
submitted is by the combined Groups, i.e. I, II and V, individual part
identity was maintained to permit inter-group comparisons if deemed
necessary at some future time.
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* REFER TO PRE LIFE GROUPS.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA SUBMITTAL AT 168, 500, i000 AND 2000 HOURS.
F£gure 2
Vo MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
All electrical measurements were made at room ambient
conditions of 25°C +_3°C, and a relative humidity of less than 55%
except where otherwise noted.
CAPACITANCE AND DISSIPATION FACTOR
For these measurements a General Radio 1608A Impedance
Bridge, Serial #221, operated in the Cs(series capacitance)
configuration was employed. The 1000 cycle source and
selective detector supplied as a part of the bridge were
used for excitation and null determination, respectively.
The signal level to the bridge arms was maintained at
0.75 + 0.25 volts.
The manufacturer's rated accuracy for this bridge at
1000 cycles is as follows:
Capacitance - on ranges used, +0.1% +. 005%
Dissipation Factor - +5% +. 0005
Calibration of this bridge is yearly. The calibrating
agency was General Radio. The latest calibration was
August 20, 1964.
INSULATION RESISTANCE
Insulation Resistance was calculated from Leakage
Current Measurements. Readout was accomplished by
means of a Hewlett Packard Type 425A Microvolt Ammeter
Serial 425-06530. The manufacturer's rated accuracy for
this instrument is +3_ of end scale reading. Calibration
of this instrument is yearly. Latest calibration was
March 9, 1965. The calibrating agency was Hewlett
:Packard. The electrification source for these tests
was a Hewlett Packard 711A Power Supply. Two minutes
of polarization was allowed for all readings taken through-
out the test series.
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VISUAL AND MECHANICAL INSPECTION
All capacitors were examined under 3X magnification for
body cracks, nicked leads and other physical defects and
indications of poor workmanship. Capacitors were
inspected for part designation, nomenclature, legibility
and permanence of marking. AII comments are presented
under "Test Results" as well as a detailed sketch of one
capacitor of each type showing all dimensions and
manufacturer's information included on the capacitor
body.
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL TEST PROCEDURES
CAPACITOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT (Tc)
Group II capacitors were placed in a temperature chamber
capable of providing a temperature accuracy of +3°C. Electrical
measurements were made at +25°C, -15°C, -55°C, +25°C, +65°C,
+85°C, +125°C, +145°C and +25°C respectively. The capacitors
were allowed to stabilize for one hour at each temperature prior to
making measurements of Capacitance and Dissipation Factor.
Prior to making the first measurements fixture leakage on the
unloaded fixture was checked and found to be below the level of resolution
of the instrumentation employed. Therefore, no corrections were applied
to the results for fixture leakage.
VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN TEST
This test consisted of slowly increasing the d.c. voltage
applied to the part until destructive breakdown occurred and recording
the result. The apparatus used was a Hewlett Packard 412A Vacuum
Tube Voltmeter Serial #05486 equipped with a 2 to 1 voltage divider and
a filtered De power supply capable of output voltages in excess of 10, 000
volts. The breakdown current was limited with a fast blow 1/2 ampere
fuse in series with each capacitor to prevent total destruction of the
test specimen when failure occurred. In the case of the small Vitramon
capacitors, the first unit did suffer severe mechanical destruction.
Therefore, the 1/2 ampere fuse specified was reduced to a 1/8 ampere
fast blow fuse. However, the units, for the most part, were still
destroyed.
LEAD BEND AND PULL
A five pound weight was applied to the leads of each
capacitor in a direction away from the body. The weight was gradually
applied over a minimum period of four seconds and maintained for a
minimum of 10 seconds. Axial lead capacitors were tested by clamping
one lead in a vise and applying weight to the other lead. Radial lead
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types were tested by clamping the body in a vise and applying the weight
to each lead in a direction perpendicular to and away from the body.
For the Lead Bend Test the leads of each capacitor were bent
90 ° at a point 1/4 inch from the body with a radius of curvature of 1/32
inch. The lead wire was then clamped 3/64 inch from the bend between
the bend and the lead end. The capacitor body was then rotated about the
original axis of the bent lead through 360°CW and CCW a total of five
times at a rate of approximately five seconds per rotation. The capa-
citors were then visually inspected under 3X magnification for evidence
of breaking and loosening of the lead termination or chipping of the body
coating.
SCREEN TEST
Capacitors assigned to Group I were subjected to a Screen
Test in accordance with JPL Specification 2073-0101D which included
the visual and mechanical inspection above, a solder test, initial
measurements and an operational run-in at an ambient temperature of
85°C for 168 hours at 200% rated voltage. JPL General Specification
2073-GEN C was not applicable for this program.
Parts were mounted on the jigs later to be used for Life Testing.
(See Life Test Diagram). Units were connected in parallel through 10, 000
ohm resistors. The PTS Combined Environmental Chamber was used
for the Temperature Environment.
VIBRATION VARIABLE FREQUENCY
All capacitors in Group I and II were subjected to simple
harmonic motion having an acceleration of 35 +5 G's (RMS) which ranged
w
in frequency from 50 to 3000 cycles. The frequency sweep was 50 to
3000 to 50 at a logarithmic rate of approximately 20 minutes per sweep.
This frequency sweep was performed six times in each of the X, Y and Z .
axes of the parts under test for a total vibration period of six hours.
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The capacitors were mounted in channeled "sandwich" arrange-
ment to permit simultaneous clamping of the leads and body. Double
sided masking tape was used on the mounting channels for padding and
constraint.
The equipment used to perform this test was a Calidyne Shaker
consisting of a Model 58A Shaker Head and a Model 54 ControlSystem,
Console.
MECHANICAL SHOCK
All capacitors in Groups I and II were subjected to ten (10)
shock blows in each of the X, Y and Z axes for a total of 30 blows. Each
shock blow was of a half sine wave of 300G +0, -10% and a duration of
1.0 +0.5 milliseconds.
The capacitors were mounted in the same fixtures identical to
the Vibration Test.
The following equipme.nt was used for this test:
Drop Tester Jolta Model M500 Serial #122
Accelerometer, Endevco Model 2215C, Serial GA76
Oscilloscope, Hewlett Packard Model 150A, Serial #1860
THERMAL SHOCK
All capacitors in Groups I and II were subjected to ten
Thermal Shock cycles. Each cycle consisted of 15 minutes at -55°C
+3°C,-0°C, and 15 minutes at +125°C, +0°C, -4°C. The transition
time between temperatures was held to less than 5 minutes. At the
completion of the tenth cycle the capacitors were removed from the
chamber and allowed to stabilize overnight before performing further
measurements. The chamber used was the PTS.Combined Environmental
Chamber.
MOISTURE RESISTANCE
All capacitors were subjected to the 10 day Moisture
Resistance Test specified in MIL-STD-202C Method 106A-1 except
that steps 7a and 7b were not required nor performed. No_olarization
voltage was required.
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A Blue M VP-206A Chamber Serial AB-128 was used for this
test. Overnight stabilizationwas allowed prior to subsequent electrical
measurements.
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VII. LIFE TEST PROCEDURE
The Life Test Matrix for Groups I, II and V parts is given in
Figure 2. The Electrical and Environmental arrangement is given in
Figure 3.
P_-imary monitoring points were monitored daily, except week-
ends, throughout the test. Secondary monitoring was performed as
required to remove failures as determined from primary monitoring.
Parts were mounted in seven test fixtures (approximately 200
per fixture). Wiring was arranged to supply proper voltages to the
units under test. A common power source was used for all units to be
operated at the same voltage.
Readings were taken at the intervals noted in the flow chart.
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VIII. DATA RECORDING AND VERIFICATION PROCEDURES
Each of the parts in the test was initially tagged with a five
digit serial number. Each group of 175 of each type were numbered
sequentially within the number series used. While sequential numbers
were not used for all of the parts in the test, no duplicate numbers were
employed.
Flow charts and diagrams giving the routing of all parts through
the test, complete with serial numbers were constructed. In addition,
a master data log boox was prepared prior to testing. Initial entries
in the log included the identification of the test together with the serial
numbers of the parts to be subjected to the test.
Except for failures, parts within a group or subgroup were kept
and maintained in numerical order throughout the test series. At the
time a failure occurred, all designated blank data entry points following
the failure were filled in to eliminate translation of data.
Raw data was then punched into cards.









Reproducer, equipped with mark-




Standard PTS developed programming routines were followed in
the computation of all statistical data presented on the Computed Statistics
Sheets. In addition, special sub-routines were added to identify parametric
failures in accordance with the definitions previously presented.
Post parametric failure measurements were retained and separate
listings of these are presented in Appendix II.
All regular check points were followed for verification of the data




Catastrophic Failure as defined for the parts listed below
are those units exhibiting an open or shorted condition, body cracks or
broken leads. It should be noted that catastrophic failures in the computed
statistics sheets include parametric or degradation failures, where this
list only includes opens, shorts, units which failed to support voltage or
mechanically damaged parts.
Appendix 1 is a complete listing of catastrophic failures.
DEGRADATION OR PARAMETRIC FAILURES
Any capacitor exhibiting the characteristics listed below
was classified as a degradation failure. Such units were not taken off
test at the time of occurrence, however. Data for these units is not
included in the statistical analysis but is presented separately.
(a) Capacitance - Initial Measurements in excess of
+30_ of mlnufacturer's nominal specification, or a
change of 15_ between two consecutive data points.
(b) Dissipation Factor - Initial Measurements in
excess of +10% of manufacturer's maximum limit
or a change of greater than 100% between consecutive
data points or a post environmental reading of +125%
of the manufacturer's maximum specification.
(c) Insulation Resistance - Initial Measurements of
less than 1000 megohms, a change greater than 1000 x
between two consecutive readings or a post environ-
mental reading of less than 10 megohms.
The complete list of parametric failures and subsequentparametric
data is given in Appendix If.
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GROUP III - TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT & TERMINAL STRENGTH
Io These data and test results are presented in accordance
with paragraphs 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 of JPL Test Procedure 152.20-02.
A. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
1. Apparatus Used
a. Capacitance, Dissipation Factor
General Radio Type 1608A Impedance
Bridge, Serial #221
b. Insulation Resistance
Power Supply - Hewlett Packard, Type
!
• 711A, Serial #02162. Millimicro-
ammeter, Hewlett Packard Type 425A,
Serial #06630
c. Temperature
PTS Combined Environmental Chamber
2. Test Procedure
All Group III capacitors were loaded on a low
leakage test jig, which prior to testing had been
checked to determine jig leakage over the
temperature range. Any leakage was determined
to be below the signal to noise ratio of the test
setup. Parts were allowed to stabilize one hour.
at each temperature. Readings were taken of
the Capacitance and Dissipation for all parts
followed by Leakage Current measurements.
3. Dat_[ Presentation
Capacitance and Dissipation Factor results are
• presented graphically in Figure III-l-a through
III-10-b. These curves are plotted using similar
scales to permit ready comparison between




the differences in performance of the various
ceramic materials, regardless of capacitor
manufacturer.
Insulation Resistance is plotted in Figures
IH-l-c through III-10-c. These curves indicate
the difficulties of determining Insulation
Resistance at _25°C or below. They do indicate
however, that at higher temperatures the data
is better, at least, insofar as behavior is
concerned. For most parts the Leakage Current
appears to be very close to an exponential function
of temperature above approximately 25°C.
TERMINAL STRENGTH (Lead Bend and Pull)
1. Apparatus Used
a. Five pound dead weight
ba _ ....... .1
_weep _ecu_u hand watch
e. Pliers with 1/32" jaw radius
d. 3X Inspection Glass
2. Test Procedure
The five pound weight was applied to the leads
of each capacitor in a direct ion away from the
body. The weight was gradually applied over a
minimum period of four seconds and maintained
for a minimum of 10 seconds. Axial lead
capacitors were tested by clamping one lead
in a vise and aplalying weight to the other lead.
Radial lead types were tested by clamping the
body in a vise and applying the weight to each
lead in a direction perpendicular and away from
the body.
r
For the lead bend test the leads of each capacitor
were bent 90 ° at a point 1/4 inch from the body
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.with a radius of curvature of 1/32 inch. The
lead wire was then clamped 3/64 inch from
the bend between the bend and the lead end.
The capacitor body was then rotated about
the original axis of the bent lead through
360 ° CW and CCW a total of five times at a
rate of approximately five seconds per
rotation. The capacitors were then visually
inspected under 3x magnification for evidence
of breaking and loosening of the lead termination
or chipping of the body coating.
Test Results
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GROUP iV - VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN TEST
This test was performed in accordance with paragraphs 4.2
and 4.5.2 of JPL Test Procedure #152.20-02 dated May 13, 1°64.
The apparatus used in this test was a Hewlett Packard 412A Vacuum
Tube Voltmeter Serial #05485 equipped with a 2 to 1 voltage divider
and a filtered DC power supply capable of output voltages in excess
of 10, 000 volts. The breakdown current was limited with a fast
blow of 1/2 ampere fuse in series with each capacitor to prevent
total destruction of the test specimen when failure occurred. In
the case of the small Vitramon capacitors, the units did suffer
severe mechanical destruction. Therefore, the 1/2 ampere fuse
specified was reduced to a 1/'8 ampere fast blow fuse. However, the
units still were, for the most part, destroyed. Details of the test
results are given below:
Chart #1 lists all of the Capacitors by serial number together
with the voltage at which each capacitor suffered breakdown. Figures
IV-A through IV-J are cumulative distributions of number of units
plotted against breakdown voltage. It is to be noted that a consider-
able range of breakdown voltage exists even for capacitors having
the same voltage ratings.
Following the Breakdown Test, Failure Analysis, in accor-
dance with paragraph 4.9 of the Test Procedure was performed. The
Failure Analysis pro_ed to be somewhat difficult because of problems
in disolving the various encapsulants used by the different capacitor
manufacturers. First, attempts were made using Narmco Telesolv
and Isochem Strip 708LV. Both of these solutions, given sufficient
time, would dissolve all coating except those of Gulton and Scionic
parts. Therefore, Epoxy Strip T51C was procured. This strip did
successfully dissolve all of the encapsulants. However, as noted
under the "comments for. individual specimens, the results were not
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always satsifactory. Listed below is a tabulation of comments
concerning the various parts together with the results of the failure
analyses.
Part Type #1 - Aerovox 605104RK - Encapsulation is accom-
plished by filling a molded cup with plastic material. Internal assembly
of the leads and elements is by means of soldering flattened leads along
the sides of the ceramic elements. These parts are strong mechanically
and no parts fell apart or were otherwise damaged during opening. The
following observations are pertinent to the specific parts tested.
Serial #A68112 - Dark cracks are noted to propagate
from contacts on one side.
Serial #A68113 - Crazing and cracking on one side
propagating from contacts.
Serial #A68114 - Deep hole in top center of element.
This hole was observed prior to depotting
and occurred at breakdown when the case
fractured.
Serial #A68115 - Light crack in element.
Serial #A68116 - Small circular cracks, bottom side
of element.







- Cracked near contact.
- Deep cracks in one side propagating
contacts.
- Long crack in element.
Serial #A68121 - Small hole in approximate center
of one side.
- It is to be noted that in this type of unit the cracks generally
appear to generate either from or in the vicinity of contacts. There
does not appear to be any particular correlation .between resultant
observed damage and observed value of breakdown voltage.
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Part Type #2 - Chem-Electro Research CK2R104K - These
parts are encapsulated by filling a molded cup with the encapsulant.
Lead attachment to the element is by means of formed nailhead type
leads. This construction seems to be weak, as not one part remained
intact after dissolving the encapsulating material. However, and as
noted in detail below, all of the lead failures were by separation of
the metallic material attached to the ceramic, rather than by the leads
detaching from the material plated to the internal element.
Serial #A68287 - One lead intact. Element appeared
to have blown under the contact adjacent
to missing lead. Lead bond was good.
The plating for the element pulled away
with tl_e lead.
Serial #A68288 - Same comment on lead separation
as above. Failure occurred within element,
however, as evidenced by deep circular
cracks on one side of element.
Serial #A68289 - Both lea_ls separated. Failure is
evidenced by circular cracks per above
only adjacent to contacts.
Serial #A68290 - One separated lead. Large cracks
propagate from one contact, indicating
failure.
I
Serial A68291 - Both leads separated. Sector cracks
visible on one side.
Serial #A68292 - Same comment as above, except
wider propagation cracks.
"Serial #A68293 - In addition to the deep crack, unit
exhibits burning near one contact, indicating
. possibility of multiple breakdown.
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Serial #A68294 - Element is fractured. Center
of fracture appears to be in approximate
center of body, indicating where break-
down occurred.
Serial #A68295 - Visible circular failure surrounded
by cracks on one side.
Serial #A68296 - Deep failure in center of element.
It is to be noted that contrary to the results achieved on the
Aerovox parts, failures on these parts are characteristically in the
center of the unit. Here again, no particular correlation is observed
between voltage breakdown and apparent severity of fractureo
Part Type #3 - Gulton CK16M104K - Encapsulation is by
molding. Material is very durable requiring approximately two weeks
in Epoxy Strip to dissolve. Lead attachment consists of soldering











- No apparent damage.
- No apparent damage.
- No apparent damage.
- Light circular cracks on one side.
- Marked circular cracks on one side.
- No apparent damage.
- No apparent damage.
- No apparent damage.
#A68470 - Small light circular cracks on
one side. No apparent other damage.
Serial #A68471 - No apparent damage. Element
. fractured in depotting.
From the above it is obvious that most of the failures of this
type psrt are internal to the part and that the part is constructed very
well. Half of the parts exhibited no external evidence of failure.
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Part Type #4 - Gulton CN05M105K - Units are molded of a
similar compound to part #3. Like parts #3, these units were extremely
difficult to dissolve, requiring three to four weeks. The mechanical
construction of these units is very rugged. Leads are affixed to large
nailheads which are apparently soldered to the active element. It
should be noted that the long cycle in the solution caused a considerable
amount of corrosion of the metal parts and may have contributed to
some of the observations below regarding cracking and separation.











- Same as A68637.
- Light cracks are visible.
- Same as A68637.
- Sames as A68637.
- Same as A68639.
- Sames as A68637.
- Same as A68637.
- Same as A68637.
- Same as A68637.
Thus, it can be seen that little was learned except that possibly
the long cycle of dissolving caused certain bad effects upon the capacitor
elements.
Part Type #5 - King KC80BW104K - Encapsulation of these
parts was accomplished by filling a molded cup with the potting material.
Lead attachment is by means of soldering leads along the side of the
element. Elements are approximately the same sizes as Types 1, 2
: and 3 above, but the case, however, is somewhat larger.
Serial #A68812 - Element exhibits cracks radiating
from contact area on one side. Some
damage also seen on reverse side.
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Serial #A68813 - Cracks on both sides.
Serial #A68814 - Cracks on both sides. Unit was
partially destroyed mechanically in the
test.
Serial #A68815 - Element fractured. Separation of
dielectric layers apparent.
Serial #A68816 - Visible crater in element from
explosion of inside.
Serial #A68817 - No apparent damage.
Serial #A68818 - Visible craters in element
similar to A68816 above.
Serial #A68819 - Same as A68818 above.
Serial #A68820 - Part was damaged in depotting.
Failure per se is not apparent.
Serial #A68821 - Some cracking visible. Probably
due to the dissection. Failure is not
visible.
Part Type #6 - Scionics SCM30D104K - These Units are molded
and attempts to dissolve the units and maintain mechanical integrity of
the active element were not successful. If the units were left in the
solvent long enough to reach the element, the element came apart.
Thesefore, only bits and pieces remained of the units which were
destroyed. Attempts to dissolve the remainder of the units were
stopped. In the units which were destroyed the lead attachment does
appear to be very strong, however.
Part Type #7 - Electro Materials Corp. EK200R104K. -
Encapsulation is by means of filling a molded case with encapsulanto
Leads are nailhead types soldered to the element. Soldering is, in
certain cases, somewhat strengthened by the effective attachment area
being reinforced by means of excess solder. This particular technique,





Serial #A69_62 - Small cracks visible on one side•
Serial #A69163 - Small cracks visible on one side°
Serial #A69164 - Deep crater started on one side.
Serial #69165 - One lead separated° Crack in one
side starting at contact.
Serial #A69166 - One lead separated, otherwise
no apparent damage.
Serial #A69167 - One lead separated. Crack in
one side.
Se_:ial #A69168 - Small clean crater is visible on
one side. This crater apparently eminates
from the point of initial, failure•
Serial #A69169 - No apparent damage.
Serial #A69170 - Light cracks visible on one side.
Serial #A69171 - Light cracks visible on one side°
part Type #8 - Vitramon VL02BK103K - These parts appear
to be moded. Of all the units in the test, they exhibited the highest
breakdown voltage which correlates somewhat to the 200 volt rating.
The breakdown on these parts was very violent in nature and its effect
on the units so great that the dissection of the units was not considered
necessary. In conducting the test, after the first two parts, 1/8 ampere
fast blow fuses were used in an attempt to limit the destruction of the
However, in the case of the A69343 and A69344 parts,
including leads, were blown out of the test fixture a_d not
Serial #A69337"- Side of case is blown.
dielectric are spread.
Serial #A69338 - Same as A69337.





Serial #A69340 - Hole in side of case,
element visible.








- Same as A69337.
- Lost in the test.
- Lost in the test.
#A69345 - Hole in side of case,
of layers.
Serial #A69346 - Same as A69345.
crack of
separation
In view of all the above damage the integrity of the contacts appears to
be good, as no contact separation was noted.
Pa_ Type #9 - Vitramon VK30BXl04K - Units are encapsulated
by filling a molded cup with a capsulating compound. Sharply flattened
leads are soldered along the side of the element. These leads are
flattened so sharply that some stress concentration is apparent, as
one lead was broken in handling. Also, it is to be noted that parts
appear to be dipped in a transparent jell type material prior to final
encapsulation.
Serial #A69512 - No apparent damage.
Serial #A69513- Light cracks are visible on
one side.
Serial #A69514 - No apparent damage.
Serial #A69515 - No apparent damage.
Serial #69516 - No apparent damage.
Serial #A69517 -One lead broken in handling•
Otherwise, no apparent damage.
Serial #A69518 - No apparent damage.
Serial #A69519 - No apparent datnageo
Serial #A69520 - No apparent damage.
• Serial #A69521 - No apparent damage.
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Since little internal damage can be observed upon these parts,
it is apparent that the element itself must be extremely well constructed
and of great strength. Thus, further sectioning work would be necessary
to find the actual place the failure occurred.
Part Type #10 - Westcap B758BX104K - Encapsulation is by
means of filling a molded cup with the encapsulant. Leads are flattened
and formed to permit soldering along the sides of the element.
Serial #A69687 - A complete separation of one side
of the element can be observed.
Serial #A69688 - Similar to A69687. Also a visible
crater and cracks in the element can be
observed.
Serial #A69689 - Element is fractured and visible
cracks and separations are apparent.
Serial #A69690 - Large area separation. Craters
or burns are visible at the bottom of the
element.
Serial #A69691 - Fine cracks visible. No other
apparent damage.
Serial #A69692 - Element is fractured.
Serial #A69693 - Edge cracks are visible. No other
apparent damage.
Seri_fl #A69694 - Crater and edge cracks are visible
on one side.
Serial #A69695 - Same as A69694.
•Serial #_,69696 - A large separation of one side of
the entire area.
It is to be noted from the above observations that these parts
tend to separate over a large area, more so than any other parts in the
test, indicating the mechanical construction of the element, on a compara-
tive basis, is not as strong as the other parts tested.
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FAILURE ANALYSIS OF CATASTROPHIC FAILURES
Listed below are the results of failure analysis for catastrophic
failures. Failure analysis was limited to 10% of any type on test (17
maximum). Details of the procedure and comments on construction are





















lower center of one side indicating internal damage.


















158-2-2 Slight chipping at lead end of element possibly incurred in
depotting
59-I-2 Internal defect observable on face of element indicative of
damage
Gulton CN05MI05K
Failure analysis on these parts was largely unsuccessful because
of the extreme difficulty of dissolving the encapsulation. By the time the
encapsulation is dissolved the element of the unit is damaged. Therefore,
the following comments are not truly indicative of the true failure effects.













151-5-3 ' " "
10-1-3 " "








Visible cracks and separation of element surface.
_? T?
Craztng of surface on both sides of element. All of the above
tend to indicate failure within the dielectric element.
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Scionics SCM30D104K
Failure analysis on the Scionics parts was very unsuccessful
because of the extreme difficulty in dissolving the encapsulation. By
the time the encapsulation was dissolved the internal element was also
delaminated and destroyed. Therefore, the following comments only
indicate the damage sustained in depotting.


















2-1-6 Both leads separated from element - no apparent damage to element
46-6-6 " "
36-2-6 " "











69-1-6 No apparent damage
86-2-6 "
26-3-6 "








The outer shell, which appears to be molded epoxy was dissolved
by EpoxylBtrip T-251-C Epoxy solvent. The active element appears to
be covered by a dielectric gel type material under the outer shell. This
material was removed by light mechanical stripping and the units examined..
Since many of the units failed "open" particular attention was given
the contacts. The contact for these units is a thin metallic saddle to which
the actual leads are welded. The comments listed below apply.
63-1-7 Complete or partial separation of contact from active element -






















28-3-8 Contact separation by failure of solder
151-5-8 "
147-3-8 Contact separation by cracking of element





















167-6-9 No apparent damage
fT ft







VISUAL AND MECHANICAL INSPECTION
The results of the Visual and Mechanical Inspection:are given
in the laboratory log book.
Sketches of all parts together with complete identification data






COMPONENT TYPE: AEROVOX MC605104RK
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COMPONENT TYPE: KING ELECTRONICS, KC80BWI04K
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COMPONENT TYPE: ELECTRO MATERIALS CORP. EK200RIO4K
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Xo DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER CHANGES WITH ENVIRON-
MENTAL AND LIFE TESTS
Parametric behavior of the parts is best illustratedby
the computed statisticssheets (Appendix Ill). These sheets are prepared
in accordance wRh JPL Specification ZPP-2040-GEN-B. It should be
noted that Nc on these sheets includes both catastrophic and parametric
Specific commentsfailures by the definitions in previous paragraphs.
relating to the various parts are listed below:
Aerovox MC605104RK
Group I and II - Burn-In and Environmental Sequence
Parameters through the burn-in testing were relatively
stable. Capacitance and Insulation Resistance increased
slightlywhile Dissipation Factor decreased slightly and
the values tend to group more closely as evidenced by the
tighter distribution at the end of the burn-in period.
All parts remained relatively stable throughout the first
three environments although significant changes in the
mean values are apparent by observation of the "t" values.
After the Moisture Resistance test 16 units were classed
as parametric failures based upon low value of Insulation
Resistance.
Groups I, II and V - Life Test, 85°C - 50 volts
The population of units in this matrix cell exhibited an
increase (approximately 5%) in Capacitance through the
life test, appearing to stabilize at the 1000 hour readout
point. A definite increase in DissiPation Factor (approxi-
mately 25%) was also noted. Since these increases were
not accompanied by large changes in variance ratios the
entire population did in fast change. Negligible Insulation
Resistance degradation was observed.
I0-I
CER
Life Test, 125°C - 50¥
The parametric performance of this group was very similar
to that described above.
Life Test, 85°C - 100 V
This test group did not experience the increase in capaci-
tance noted in the above 50 volt test groups. The Dissipation
Factor increase was present however, as well as a higher
degree ol Insulation Resistance fluctuation.
Life Test, 125°C - 100V
This group behaved similarly to Groups 1 and 2 above
with respect to Capacitance and Dissipation Factor.
Insulation Resistance fluctuation is similar to all of
the other groups.
Life Test, 85°C - 200V
After exhibiting a decrease in Capacitance to 1000 hours
the mean Capacitance increased at the 2000 hour point.
Like all other groups, Dissipation Factor increased through-
out life. The value of Insulation Resistance, although
higher than previous groups, showed about the same
percent age variation in mi_mum value.
Life Test, 125°C - 200V
This condition, which represents the most extreme stress
level produced a marked decrease in capacitance (10%) up
to 100 hours followed by an increase to the original value
at 2000 hours. The Dissipation Factor increased.
Insulation Resistance showed about a 50% decrease during
the Life Test.
CK2R104K
Groups ! and II -:Burn-In and Environmental Sequence
CER units exhibited a slightly tighter initial parametric
grouping for Capacitance and Dissipation Factor than
I0,2
Aerovox although the minimum Insulation Resistance was
lower. The burn-in results indicate a significant change
in the means.
Disregarding failures, the parametric behavior of these
parts through the environmental sequence was quite stable
on all parameters.
Groups I, II and V - Life Test
In general, these parts exhibited excellent stability and
parametric grouping through the Life Tests. Capacitance
was extremely stable, except for the.highest stress levels,
where typically a slight decrease was noted. Also, some
increase, (generally less than 20%) in Dissipation Factor
was observed. The minimum value of Insulation Resistance
generally increased during life. However, it should be
noted that this minimum value represents that obtained on
surviving units rather than the entire population.
Gulton- CK16M104K
Groups I and II - Burn-In and Environmental Sequence
The behavior of the Gulton units is very similar to the
CER units in that the change in parameters was small and
the grouping was close through all of the environments
up to Moisture Resistance. Here some degradation in
Dissipation Factor and Insulation Resistance is apparent.
Groups I, II and V - Life Test
Behavior of the parts during the Life Test was also extremely
stable. Degradation trends are not readily apparent at any
stress level.
Gulton- CN05M105K
Groups I_ahti II - Burn-In and Environmental Sequence
These units exhibit approximately the same percentage
spread in Capacitance as described for the above listed
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parts. However, the Dissipation Factor for these units is
somewhat higher averaging above 1% which undoubtedly is
representative of such a high capacitance - small size part.
An increase in capacitance was noted during burn-in
(approximately 3%). During the environmental sequence
the mean Capacitance increased further (1.9%). The mean
Dissipation Factor also increased approximately 15%. The
Insulation Resistance data shows a wide fluctuation during
the environments with particular degradation as evidenced
by failures following the Moisture Resistance Test.
Groups I, II and V - Life Test
On the basis of the computed statistics the parametric
behavior of these parts was as stable as any parts in tl_e
test. However, it should be noted that a high number of
both parametric and catastrophic failures were encountered
which do not contribute to the computed statistics, and
that the stability observed is for surviving parts only.
Kin_ - KC80BWI04K
Groups I and II - Burn-In and Environmental Sequence
These parts were as stable as any in the test throughout
the environmental sequence. Some degradation, particularly
in Dissipation Factor occurred as a result of the Moisture
Resistance Test.
Groups I, H and V - Life Test
Parametric performance during the Life Test was very stable,
particularly in view of the fact that a very small n.umber of
failures were encountered and thus, the drift of all parts
was represented.
Scionlcs - SCM30D104K
Groups I and II - Burn-In and Environmental Sequence
Burn-in appears to tighten the parametric spread on
10-4
EMC
Dissipation Factor. This is possibly because of elimination
of four marginal units. Also, the mean Dissipation Factor
for these units is initially approximately three times as
high as other like parts in the test, indicating that a
different fabrication technique was used in manufacturing
the parts.
Degradation on all parameters was observed during the
environmental test. Moisture Resistance was particularly
damaging with 25 failures being encountered on Dissipation
Factor and 33 on Insulation Resistance. Degradation on
surviving units was also apparent in the "mean" of
Dissipation Factor measurements.
Groups I, II and V - Life Test
Because of the high number of failures and degradation
encountered in the environments it was expected, and later
developed, that the Life Test performance would be poor.
It should be noted, however, that all of the failures in Life
Testing cannot be attributed to the effects of prior environ-
ments. Of 56 complete catastrophic failures in life, 15
were Group V parts, which had not been subjected to prior
environments.
- EK200R104K
Groups I and II - Burn-In and Environmental Sequence
The EMC parts developed, on a comparative basis, a
high degree of failures both in Burn-In and through the
environments_ however pararre tric behavior of surviving
units was relatively stable except at Moisture Resistance
where some spreading of Dissipation Factor was noted.
Groups I, II and V - Life Test
Parame tric behavior of these parts was stable during
life for surviving parts. Although effects of Prior
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environments are suspect, all complete catastrophic
failures cannot be attributed to them since five of the
15 complete failures during Life were from Group V
parts.
Vitramon VL02BK103K V-LAM
Group I - Burn-In and Environmental Sequence
These units show a significant parametric shift at Burn-In
for both Capacitance and Dissipation Factor.
In the environments a number of failures (16) were
encountered as a result of Vibration. Moisture Resistance
also produced 11 additional failures as well as producing
definite degradation effects upon Dissipatior/Factor.
Groups I, II and V - Life Test
Although a number of failures were encountered during
life, the parametric behavior of surviving units was
stable without degradation trends being apparent. While
it might be suspected that prior environments caused
Life Test problems nine of 17 complete catastrophic
failures were Group V parts which had not been exposed
to prior environments.
Vitramon VK30BX104K
Groups I and II - Burn-In and Environmental Sequence
Performance of these parts was stable through the test
series although some degradation in Dissipation Factor
can be: attributed to the Moisture Resistance Test.
Groups I, II and V - Life Test
The Life Test performance of these units, while better
than average, appears to be different than most of the
other parts in the test as almost all of the failures were
truly catastrophic rather than parametric and appear to
occur almost randomly. Of interest is the fact that no
10,6
failures occurred in the highest stressed cell of the
Life Test Matrix.
Westcap- B758BX104K
Groups I and II - Burn-In and Environmental Sequence
Initially the mean value of capacitance for these units was
89.3 nanofarads rather than the 100 nanofarads inplicit in
the specification of 100 nf +10%. Whether this low value
was because of the manufacturer's selection technique or
a basic instability in the devices is open to question,
particularly in view of subsequent performance.
After Burn-In 42 of 50 units dropped below the lower limit.
No failures were noted, however. As the units passed
through the environments no marked changes were noted
until the Post Thermal Shock measurement where 13
of the parts failed on Dissipation Factor. The effects
of Moisture Resistance were even more severe with 59
parts failing the Capacitance Test and 91 failing on
Dissipation Factor. Review of the data for individual
parts indicates little if any correlation to prior readings.
Also of interest is the fact that only 25 parts failed the
Insulation Resistance Test.
Groups I, II and V - Life Test
In view of the instability of the components during
environmental testing, it would be expected that Life
Testing would produce an extremely large number of
failures. Actually, a very small number of additional
failures (6 catastrophic) were produced during the Life
Test. Although the statistical treatment does not include
parametric failures, these parametric failures remained
on test for the entire life test period and thus could be
expected to perform in a normal circuit application.
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SUMMARY
Extreme differences in the parametric behavior of the various
types of units through the test series was not observed. The Moisture
Resistance test appeared to have more effect than any other exposure
and degradation of all units occurred in one degree or another. It is
also apparent that the effects of Moisture Resistance are less severe
on the parts where monolithic internal construction is used.
The effects of life testing are best judged on the basis of actual
failures rather than parametric shifts, since, as will be shown subse-
quently, parameter shift and the results of life test performance do
not correlate well for this test.
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XIo RELIABILITY ESTIMATES AND COMPARISONS
In the computed statistics sheets the number of catastrophic
failures (Nc) includes both complete catastrophic failures (open or
short) and parametric failures as previously defined. While such a
definition is comparative in the sense that all units are subjected to
the same criteria of failure, this definition does not completely define
a failed part. Instead, in the context of this test, it defines a failed
parameter.
Furthermore, the removal of parametric failures prior to com-
putation of statistics leads to "filtered" data when appreciable numbers
of failures occur. Therefore, comparisons on the basis of parametric
behavior are extremely difficult to develop, although parametric
behavior does illustrate possible weaknesses in the parts.
Since parts were tested to the completion of the test or destruction,
whichever happened first, (i.e., parametric failures were not remo,_ed
from the tests), and since examination of data on the parts shows in
many cases that the parameters of the part stabilize after becoming a
parametric failure, it would appear logical to offer reliability comparisons
on the basis of catastrophic failures alone. This approach is further
justified by the fact that in five of the six Life Test Matrix cells the
maximum sample size is 15 parts which can at best (0 failures) define
a failure rate of 0.78%/1000 hours at a confidence level of 90%.
Figure 4 has been prepared on the basis of complete catastrophic
failures, i.e., parts removed from the test for all causes except leads
broken in handling. In this chart parts are ranked by number of Life
Test Failures as well as number of Total Failures. The correlation
between Life Failures and Total Failures can be considered to be perfect.
Life and Environment do not correlate as well except for theextremes
in ranking.
Figure 5 presents calculated failure rate at 90%, 60_o and 50%
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figure for each part. The ranking of the data gives the Same results
as Figure 4.
It is obvious from the above data that the Aerovox parts
demonstrated superior 1_ rformance in this test. The test does not show,
how ever, what failure rate might ultimately be achieved by Aerovox
since no failures were encountered and the failure rate demonstrated is
merely statistical based upon unit hours without failure.
In addition to the foregoing data, which gives the reliability
results actually achieved in the test, one of the goals of this program
was to determine the effects of the Screen Burn-In upon reliability,
particularly as to whether application of a Screen Test might result in
substantially lower failure rates both by "weed out" and prediction.
GroupI parts only were subjected to a Screen Burn-In per JPL
ZPP-2073-0101D, therefore, one approach to the effectiveness of
screening would be to calculat_ failure rates for Groups I, II and V
separately with Group I screening failures removed. Such a procedure
poses a problem, however, because the resultant sample sizes are too
stroll for significant results to be achieved. Since the basic Group I
sample size is small (50 parts) another approach which can be applied
is to individually determine the fate of screening failures through the
course of the test, and determine if, in fact, the screening test was
effective in failure prediction.
Since JPL ZPP-2073-0101D is designed both as an acceptance
document and a screening document, and is written for a sl_ecific
capacitor type (Aerovox HMC 80) only the p_ts of the specification
concerning percentage change were employed as screening criteria.
These are contained in paragraph f, (2) - the capacitance chan_e shall
be less than +5_, and in paragraph f, (3) - the change in dissipation
factor shall be less than 30%.




































Total all mfgs. 64 16
Total Top
5 mfgs.
#1, 3, 5, 9, 10 25
Total Low





































Figure 6 is a listing of manufacturers together with various
specified failures. The first failure column represents the number of
screening failures at the end of the screening test. Column 2 presents
the failures removed from the test at or before this data point for being
complete catastrophic failures. Column 3 is the difference between
columns 1 and2 and represents the number of screening failures which
were subjected to the remainder of the tests. Column 4 presents screening
failures that did, in fact, become catastrophic failures. Column 5
presents the total number of catastrophic failures from previously
screened Group I parts which had to be removed from the test.
Figure 6 shows that the screening prediction was true only for
the King part s wherein one failure was predicted and this part did, in
fact, fail. The results are somewhat spotty for the other
parts in the test. The data does indicate, however, that the screening
test predicts, as indicated by the totals, approximately the same number
of failures regardless of subsequent part performance, or, as discussed
in the foregoing paragraphs, a similar degree of parametric stability
for parts offering different degrees of reliability.
This screening test therefore tends to predict a higher failure
rate than actually observed for high reliability parts and lower than
actually observed for low reliability parts. This fact alone is not too
important ifthe screening test does, in fact, eliminate a high percentage
of potential failures. Actually_ in this respect, the screening is not
too effective. For example in the case of the highest rated parts only
two of 16 failures (12.1%) were removed and for the lower ranked parts
nine of 84 (10. T_) were removed. The overall figure is 11 from a total
of 100 {9. 1%},. If this true failure rate were known in advance (_20%),
a random selection could provide better results.
Obviously, these screening criteria are not definitive for ceramic
p
capacitors which inherently exhibit a high degree of parametric instability
compared to me>st passive electrical components. It appears that in
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the relationship between changes in parameter and reliability, Insulation
Resistance changes might offer the most sensitivity followed by Dissi-
pation Factor and Capactiance, respectively. Current techniques for
measuring these parameters, such as the Insulation Resistance procedure
used in this test, do not offer sufficient definition to offer a solution.
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XIIo CONCLUSIONS
This test shows without doubt that there is a wide variation in
the reliability of ceramic capacitors offered by various manufacturers.
Moreover, it shows that differences in reliability exist for a given
manufacturer depending upon the specific fabrication techniques used.
In a general sense, capacitors fabricated from "monolithic"
block elements show a higher degree of reliability and stability than
"stacked" units. This is particularly true where resistance to moisture
is concerned.
The test also illustrates that mechanical fabrication techniques
can affect reliability to a marked degree, particularly where weak
electrical contacts are involved as was the case with two of the
manufacturer s.
Results of this test also illustrate that no correlation exists
between manufacturer's rated voltage and reliability. Parts bearing
a higher voltage rating did not perform as well as lower voltage parts.
In fact, the parts exhibiting the best performance were rated at only
fifty volts.
The test does not appear to offer a solution to the question of
effectiveness of a "screen" test or "burn-in" and its effect on reliability
prediction. In this regard, however, it is not known to what extent
parts were subjected to pre-treatment before being shipped from the
respective manufacturers.
While this test shows the relative differences in manufacturers
in an absolute sense, insufficient data was generated to provide quanti-
tative reliability data for the higher ranking manufacturers. In the case
of the Aerovox components, where no real failures developed, it would
appear that a test of approximately 10 times this size under more severe
















































Lead broken in handling
Intermittent short - post moisture resistance
" " " vibration
ft ff tf T!
Shorted during mechanical shock
Shorted - post burn-in measurement
" during burn-in





Intermittent Short - 168 hr. life
Open - 500 hr. life
ff T_










Short - Post Shock










Short - Post shock
Short - Initial Measurement





























































































Short - 500 hr. life
Lead broken in handling (2000 hr.
Short - 2000 hr. life
readout)
Short - Life Test 96 hrs.
Short- Burn-in
Short - Life test 8 hrs.
Short - 1000 hr. life
" 500 hr. life
" life test 120 hrs.
" life test 120 hrs.
" 168 hr. life
" Life test - 48 hrs.
" llfe test - 120 hrs.
" 500 hr. life
" 168 hr. life
" 1000 hr life
" 168 hr. life
fT tf
" 1000 hr. life
" Burn-in
" thermal shock
" 500 hr. life
" 168 hr. life
" I000 hr. life
Lead broken in vibration
Cracked case - 168 hr. life
Lead broken in vibration
Short - Moisture resistance
Intermittent short - initial measurement
Short - Initial readout
IR short - 1000 hr. life
T_ Tf
ff ff
Lead broken in handling i000 hr. life
Intermittent short - 2000 hr. life
Short - 168 hr. life
IR short - 2000 hr life




Short - Moisture Resistance



















































Lead broken in vibration
tt
it°
Short - Post vibration
Short - Post Mechanical Shock
Short - Post Vibration






















































































































































Short - 168 hr. life
tt T!
ft v!




Short - 2000 hr. life
_T _?
?f tt
Short - 168 hr. life
Lead broken in vibration









































































































Open - Post vibration
Sht_rt "
Vt y!




Short - Post Thermal Shock
T_ tt
Lead broken in handling 1000 hr. life













Short - 2000 hr. life
Case fractured in vibration
Short - Post vibrat_n
tf ??



























































































































Broken lead - 1000 hr. life
Short - Post Mechanical Shock
Unstable - Thermal Shock
Open - 2000 hr. life
t! TT







" 168 hr. life
" 500 hr. life
" 1000 hr. life
" 2000 hr. life
tf tt
" 500 hr. life
" 2000 hro life
tl tl
Leads broken in vibration
ff IT
Short - Post Mechanical Shock




Short - 168 hr. life
TT VI











Post P. F° Group
Meas. Exp. No. Mfg.
46 806 4 988 4 6 0 24
47
47
928 4 1095 4 6 0 23





1020 4 1178 4 2 0 21
1168 4 2 0 22
1195 4 2 0 23





976 4 1133 4 6 0 2i -
1127 .4 6 0 22
1166 4 6 0 23





























6 4 1 1 21
d 4 1 1 22
CF 4 1 1 23








































































































































































































1 4 3 6 22










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 835 4 i 9 21
4 836 4 i 9 22
4 843 4 I 9 23
4 840 4 1 9 24
5 937 4 1367 4 1 9 16
5 933 4 1 9 21
5 936 4 1 9 22
5 935 4 1 9 23
5 921 4 1 9 24
7 875 4 1122 4 1 9 16
7 877 4 1 9 21
7 883 4 1 9 22
7 888 4 1 9 23
7 879 4 1 9 24
8 885 4 1096 4 1 9 16
8 853 4 1 9 21
8 851 4 1 9 22
8 863 4 1 9 23
8 851 4 1 9 24
10 871 4 1203__ 4 1 9 16 ....
10 865 4 1 9 21
10 865 4 1 9 ;82
10 87_i 4 I 9 23
10 86e 4 1 9 24
11 8,45 4 1108 4 1 9 16
11 855 4 1 9 21
11 851 4 1 9 22
11 856 4 1 9 23
11 831 4 1 9 24
12 974 4 813 4 1 9 21
12 811 4 1 9 22
12 815 4 1 9 23
12 814 4 1 9 24
14 820 4 1064 4 1 9 16
14 8O0 4 1 9 21
14 8O3 4 1 9 22





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































722 4 5 9 23






875 4 1040 4 1 9 16
859 4 5 9 21
853 4 5 9 22
857 4 5 9 23






880 4 1218 4 1 9 16
906 4 2 9 21
893 4 2 9 22
925 4 2 9 25






836 4 1035 4 1 9 16
861 4 2 9 21
854 4 2 9 22
873 4 2 9 23






834 4 1266 4 1 9 16
743 4 2 9 21
748 4 2 9 22
758 4 2 9 23






870 4 1211 4 I 9 16
915 4 2 9 21
900 4 2 9 22
920 4 2 9 23






841 4 1402 4 1 9 16
734 4 4 9 21
741 4 4 9 22
748 4 4 9 23






899 4 1095 4 1 9 16
959 4 4 9 21
961 4 4 9 22
981 4 4 9 23
















1045 4 1 9 16
8_68 4 4 9 21
869 4 4 9 22
88"7 4 4 9 23
878 4 4 9 24
1081 4 1 9 16
855 4 4 9 21
853 4 4 9 22
868 4 4 9 23






883 4 1094 4 1 9 16
931 4 4 9 21
929 4 4 9 22
950 4 4 9 23






888 4 1112 4 1 9 16
952 4 6 9 21
944 4 6 9 -2-_--_"
951 4 6 9 23






844 4 1004 4 1 9 16-
873 4 6 9 21
873 4 6 9 22
894 4 6 9 23






851 4 1209 4 1 9 1 6
880 4 6 9 21
877 4 6 9 22
899 4 6 9 23






884 4 1021 4 2 9 16
718 4 1 9 21
721 4 1 9 22
722 4 1 9 2 3
CF 4 1 9 24
56
56
915 4 1187 4 2 9 16










878 4 I 9 92
878 4 i 9 23
882 4 I 9 24
1248 4 2 9 16
869 4 1 9 21
884 4 1 9 22
878 4 I 9 23






981 4 1203 4 2 9 16
960 4 1 9 21
977 4 1 9 22
979 4 1 9 23






888 4 1197 4 2 9 16
753 4 I 9 21
758 4 1 9 22
760 4 1 9 23






909 4 1130 4 2 9 16
854 4 1 9 21
866 4 1 9 22
867 4 1 9 23






943 4 1158 4 2 9 16
890 4 1 9 21
896 4 1 9 22
902 4 1 9 23









4 1 9 21
4 1 9 22
4 1 9 23











4 2 9 16
4 1 9 21
4 1 9 22
4 1 9 23





























































































































































































































































852 4 1 9 22
860 4 1 9 25_
861 4 1 9 24
1035 4 2 9
854 4 3 9
847 4 3 9
836 4 3 9






1184 4 2 9 16
798 4 3 9 21
8O3 4 3 9 22
796 4 3 9 23






878 4 ii00 4 2 9 16
773 4 3 9_ . 21
775 4 3 9 22
770 4 3 9 23
763 4 3 9 24
84 1061 4 881 4 5 9 -- - 21
84 88e 4 5 9 22
84 885 4 5 9 23
84 879 4 5 9 24
169 945 4 1112 4 6 9 23


















275 4 1 0 22
156 4 1 0 25
142 4 1 0 24
112 4 6 0 21
105 4 6 0 22
112 4 6 0 23






57 4 540 4 1 1 16
158 4 1 1 21
,J 4 1 1 22
OF 4 1 1 25







56 4 190 4 1 1 15
59 4 1 1 16
203 4 1 1 21
57 4 1 1 22
63 4 1 1 25







69 4 153 4 1 1 15
CF 4 1 1 16
OF 4 1 1 21
CF 4 1 1 22
CF 4 1 1 23

















456 4 2 1 22
720 4 2 1 23
CF 4 2 1 24
45
45
55 4 5P_O 4 4 1 23
82 4 4 1 24
46
46
52 4 295 4 6 1 23
56 4 6 I 24
70
70
54 4 150 4 1 1 23




57 4 205 4 2 1 22
60 4 2 1 23
1050 4 2 1 24
9O 62 4 800 4 2 1 24
93
93
55 4 540 4 4 1 25






69 4 495 4 1 2 16
62 4 1 2 21
62 4 1 2 22
68 4 1 2 2.3






68 4 207 4 1 2 16
59 4 5 2 ;81
62 4 5 2 22
65 4 5 2 25






































































































































































































































































































52 4 556 4
56 4
65 4


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1640 4 1 9
273 4 1 9
300 4 1 9
210 4 1 9












48 4 120 4 1 9 15
1380 4 1 9 16
215 4 1 9 21
259 4 1 9 22
195 4 1 9 23







83 4 168 4 1 9 15
1180 4 1 9 16
394 4 1 9 21
292 4 1 9 22
310 4 1 9 23






62 4 502 4 1 9 16
870 4 1 9 21
66 4 1 9 22
65 4 1 9 23







52 4 173 4 1 9 15
1530 4 1 9 !6.
24'7 4 1 9 21
240 4 1 9 22
230 4 1 9 23







52 4 352 4 1 9 15
'7300 4 1 9 16
484 4 1 9 21
456 4 1 9 22
430 4 1 9 23






82 4 845 4 1 9 16
146 4 1 9 21
122 4 1 9 22
95 4 1 9 23
66 4 1 9 24
13 72 4 179 4 1 9
13 CF 4 1 9
13 CF 4 1 9
13 CF 4 1 9
13 CF 4 1 9







14 86 4 900 4 1 9
14 215 4 1 9
14 262 4 1 9
14 185 4 1 9






15 66 4 760 4 1 9
15 67 4 1 9
15 62 4 1 9
15 65 4 1 9






16 63 4 174 4 1 9
16 67 4 1 9
16 64 4 1 9
16 72 4 1 9






17 62 4 530 4 1 9
17 84 4 1 9
17 69 4 1 9
17 72 4 1 9






18 _._ !14 4 352 4 1 9
18 1450 4 1 9
18 450 4 1 9
18 482 4 1 9
18 320 4 1 9







19 55 4 180 4 1 9
19_. 1350 4 1 9
19 225 4 1 9
19 13_ 4 1 9
19 IO0 4 1 9


























































62 4 134 4 1 9
1240 4 1 9
i_3 4 1 ......9
120 4 1 9
93 4 1 9





























74 4 9280 4 1 9 16
104 4 1 9 21
112 4 1 9 22
80 4 1 9 23

















27 64 4 172 4 1 9 15
27 1590 4 1 9 16
27 442 4 3 9 21
27 558 4 3 9 22
27 48O 4 3 9 25
27 390 4 5 9 24
28 308 4 1380 4 1 9 16
28 485 4 3 9 21
28 232 4 3 9 22
28 156 4 3 9 23
28 104 4 3 9 24
29 56 4 233 4 1 9 15
29 CF 4 1 9 16
29 CF 4 3 9 21
29 CF 4 3 9 22
29 CF 4 3 9 23
29 CF 4 3 9 24
31 60 4 193 4 1 9 15
31 1330 4 1 9 16
31 403 4 5 9 21
31 436 4 5 9 22
31 395 4 5 9 23
31 36e 4 5 9 24
32 62 4 146 4 1 9 15
32 1370 4 1 9 16
32 292 4 5 9 21
32 366 4 5 9 22
3e 305 4 5 9 23
32 204 4 5 9 24
33 66 4 965 4 1 9 16
33 238 4 5 9 21
33 253 4 5 9 22
33 241 4 5 9 23
33 272 4 5 9 24
34 64 4 585 4 1 9 16_
34 112 4 5 9 21
34 111 4 5 9 __ 22
34 105 4 5 9 23





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































166 4 780 4 2 9 16
128 4 1 9 21
135 4 1 9 22
155 4 1 9 23







69 4 343 4 2 9 15
980 4 2 9 16
68 4 1 9 21
92 4 1 9 22
91 -4 1 9 23







56 4 209 4 2 9
1280 4 2 9
195 4 1 9
312 4 1 9
275 4 1 9



















4 9 9 15
4 2 9 16.
4 1 9 21
4 1 9 22
4 1 9 23































53 4 130 4 2 9 15
1120 4 2 9 16
95 4 1 9 21
172 4 1 9 22
105 4 1 9 23




































































































































































































































































































146 4 2 9 16
57 4 5 9 21
57 4 5 9 22
70 4 5 9 23
78 4 5 9 24
722 4 2 9 16
292 4 5 9 21
344 4 5 9 22
312 4 5 9 23
240 4 5 9 24
476 4 2 9 16
78 4 5 9 21
86 4 5 9 22
85 4 5 9 23
82 4 5 9 24
249 4 2 9 16
78 4 2 9 21
73 4 2 9 22
80 4 2 9 23
96 4 2 9 24
243 4 2 9 16
82 4 2 9 21
77 4 2 9 22
80 4 2 9 23
9'7 4 2 9 24
231 4 2 9 16
91 4 2 9 21
85 4 2 9 22
82 4 2 9 23
123 4 2 9 24
5_0 4 2 9 16
82 4 2 9 21
72,, 4 2 9 22
75 4 2 9 23
88 4 2 9 24
500 4 2 9 16















































































































































































































































































































































F 25 9 26 6 1 0 16
25 250 9 1 0 21
25 2OO 9 1 0 22
25 22O 9 1 0 $5
25 I00 9 1 0 24
27 9 270 6 1 0 16
27 520 9 5 0 21
27 80 9 3 0 22
27 760 9 3 0 25
27 1400 9 3 0 24
53 I00 9 260 6 ! 0 16
33 150 9 5 0 21
33 300 9 5 0 22
35 9 5 0 23
33 160 9 5 0 24
38 9 24 6 1 0 16
38 i000 9 2 0 S1
38 42O 9 2 0 22
38 600 9 2 0 23
38 1300 9 2 0 24
42 9 16 6 1 0 16
42 400 9 4 0 21
42 420 9 4 0 22
42, 1A0 9 4 0 23
42 OF 9 4 0 24
44 9 110 6 1 0 16
44 500 9 4 0 21
44 110 9 4 0 22
44 350 9 4 0 23
44 1400 9 4 0 24
I
f ......
57 500 9 2.3 3 2 0 16
57 170 9 1 0 21
57 150 9 1 0 22
57 2O 9 1 0 25
57 150 9 1 0 24
94 9 450 6 2 0 16
94 3O 9 4 0 21
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































25 6 24 3 1 3 16
15 6 1 3 21
24 6 1 3 22
27 6 1 5 23






36 6 230 3 1 5 16
53 9 3 3 21
2 3 3 3 22
110 6 3 .3 2.3





24 6 12 9 3 3 21
30 6 3 3 22
26 6 3 3 23











3 1 3 16
9 5 3 21
9 5 3 22
9 S ..... 3 23





3O0 6 7 9 2 3 21
21 6 2 3 22
30 6 2 3 23






34 6 74 3 1 3 16
1000 6 4 3 21
38 6 4 3 22
8 6 4 3 23






2O 6 100 3 1 3 16
23 6 6 3 21
24 6 6 3 22
26 6 6 3 23











6 ....... 3 .... _
6 3 23
47 CF 6 6 _3 24
48 8 9 13 6 6 3 23
48 9000 9 6 3 24
49 26 6 78 3 1 3 16
49 3000 6 6 3 21
49 1400 6 6 3 22
49 1800 6 6 3 23
49 CF 9 6 _3 24
54 46 6 720 .7, 2 .7, 16
54 120 6 1 _3 21
54 140 6 1 3 22
54 30 6 1 .7, 23
54 43 6 1 3 24
66 12 6 120 5 1 5 24
77 49 6 43 9 3 3 23
77 31 6 3 3 24
78 29 6 24 3 2 3 16
78 250 6 3 3 21 _
78 160 6 3 3 22
78 I00 6 3 5 23
78 86 6 3 3 24
98 480 6 52 5 2 5 16
98 U 6 6 3 21
98 CF 6 6 5 22
98. CF 6 6 3 2.3
98 CF 6 6 _3 24
100 70 6 105 ..3 2 5 16
100 CF 6 6 3 21
100 CF 6 6 .7, 22
100 CF 6 6 5 2..3
100 CF 9 6 3 24





































































68 80 9 84 6 1 4 24











































































































































































































































































































1400 9 1650 6 2 5
CF 3 1 5
CF 3 1 5
CF 9 1 5











1500 9 4000 6 2 5 16
CF 3 1 5 21
CF 3 1 5 22
CF 9 1 5 23






1500 9 230 3 2 5 16
4500 9 1 5 21
340 9 1 5 22
1000 9 1 5 23






1600 9 2300 3 2 5 16
OF 9 1 5 21
OF 9 1 5 22
CF 9 1 5 23






1600 9 110 3 2 5 16
36 3 1 5 21
1"7 3 1 5 22
O 1 5 23






90O 9 120 3 2 5 16
CF 3 1 5 21
CF 3 1 5 22
CF 9 1 5 23






1600 9 600 3 2 5 16
CF 9 1 5 21
CF 9 1 5 22
CF 9 1 5 23
CF 9 1 5 24
69
69
800 6 560 9 1 5 21





















































































































































































































50 9 1 6 23
360 9 1 6 24
13 3 1 6 16
3 9 1 6 21
4300 9 1 6 28
900 9 1 6 23






5OO 9 5 3 1 6 16
400 9 1 6 21
320 9 1 6 22
9 1 6 23






600 9 620 6 1 6
600 9 1 6
9 1 6
700 9 1 6










950 6 3 9 5 6 21
2O5O 9 5 6 28
1100 9 5 6 ,23_






150 9 40 3 2 6 16
73 6 1 6 21
74 6 1 6 28
40 6 1 6 23




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































71 25 6 1 9 23
71 1000 9 1 9 2 4
78 4500 9 190 3 2 9 16
78 57 6 3 9 21
78 83 6 3 9 22
78 85 6 5 9 23
78 52 6 3 9 24
82 2600 9 2700 6 5 9 24
83 2600 9 3000 6 5 9 24
90 4400 9 4600 6 2 9 16
90 5400 9 2 9 21
90 2700 9 2 9 22
90 1700 9 2 9 23
90 3400 9 e 9 24
168 15 6 5 9 6 9 22
168 1400 9 6 9 23


















































































































JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
CHEM-ELECTRO RESEARCH CAPACITORS - CK2RI04K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUPS: I thru V
M_n.
3. 774




JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
AEROVOX CAPACITORS - MC605104RK







JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152o 20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CK16M104K








JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CN05M105K
Parame ter: Insulation Leakage GROUPS: I thru V





JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-09
KING ELECTRIC CAPACITORS - KC80BWl04K









JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
SCIONICS CAPACITORS - SCM30D104K







JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
EMC CAPACITORS - EK200R104K









JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VL02BK103K V- LAM







JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VK30BX104K








JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
WESTCAP CAPACITORS - B758Bx104K
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JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
AEROVOX CAPACITORS _- NC60S104RK
Parameter: Ins ulation Leakage GROUP: I Only






JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
CHEM-ELECTRO RESEARCH CAPACITORS - CK2R104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUP: I Only






JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS'- CK16M104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUP: I Only
Min. (K megohms) No Nc
Initial Measurement
62. 500 50 0
Post Burn-In Measurement
50. 000 50 0
• I
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.02-20
GULTON CAPACITORS'- CN05MI05K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUP: I Only




O. 1493 47 3
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
KING ELECTRIC CAPACITORS - KC80BW104K












JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
SCIONICS CAPACITORS - SCM30D104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUP: IOnly




9. ¢_oi 47 3V_A
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE N_VlBER 152o 20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VL02BK103K V-LAM
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUP: I Only






JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMB ER 152.20-02
EMC CAPACITORS-°EK200R104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUP: I Only
Min. (K megohms) No _ Nc
Initial Measurement
100. 000 50 0
Post Burn- In Measurement
64. 5 I_,, 49 1
• I
JCOMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VK30BX104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUP: I Only
Min. (K megohms) No Nc
tt
Initial Measurement
4. 165 50 0
Post Burn- In Measurement
7. i43 47 3
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NgMBER 152o 20-02
WESTCAP CAPACITORS - B758BX104K
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t • • t •
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
AEROVOX CAPACITORS - NC605104RK
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUPS: I and II










Post Mechanical Shock Measurement
I00 0
Post Thermal Shock Measurement
100 0
Post Moisture Resistance Measurement
84 16
/,..4 _JJ
0 0 .0 0




JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
CHEM-ELECTRO RESEARCH CAPACITORS - CK2R104K





















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CK16M104K
J













Post Mechanical Shock Measurement
lO0 o
Post Thermal Shock Measurement
97 3
Post Moisture Resistance Measurement
82 18
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CN05M105K












Post Mechanical Shock Measurement
97 3
Post Thermal Shock Measurement
95 5
Post Moisture Resistance Measurement
72 28
COMPUTED S_rATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
KING ELECTRIC CAPACITORS - KC80BW104K










Pm t Vibration Measurement
99 1
Post Mechanical Shock Measurement
99 1
Post Thermal Shock Me_isurement
98 2
Post Moisture Resistance Measurement
97 3
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST I_tOCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
SCIONICS CAPACITORS - SCM30D104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUPS: I and H











Post Mechanical Shock Measurement
96 4
Post Thermal Shock Measurement
94 6
Post Moisture Resistance Measurement
61 39
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET _._
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
EMC CAPACITORS - EK200R104K
















Post Mechanical Shock Measurement
99 1
Post Thermal Shock M_surement
84 16
Post Moisture Resistance Measurement
74 26
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VL02BK103K V-LAM
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUPS: I and 1I










Post Mechanical Shock Measurement
94 6
Post Thermal Shock Measurement
85 15
Post Moisture Resistance Me_tsurem_nt
84 16
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - vK30BX104K












Post Mechanical Shock Measurement
97 3
t
Post Thermal Shock Measurement
97 3
Post Mositure Resistance Measurement
97 3
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
WESTCAP CAPACITORS - B758BX104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage GROUPS: I and II











Post Mechanical Shock Measurement
98 2
Post Thermal Shock Measurement
98 2
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JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
AEROVOX CAPACITORS - NC605104RK
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life- I
50V 85°C

















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
CHEM-ELECTRO RESEARCH CAPACITORS - CK2R104K






















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUM3 ER 152.20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CKI6M104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life- 1
50V 85°C


















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CN05MI05K



















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152-20-02
KING ELECTRIC CAPACITORS - CK80BW104K





















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
SCIONICS CAPACITORS - SCM30D104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
EMC CAPACITORS- EK200R104K




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VL02BK103K V-LAM




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VK30BXI04K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life- I
50V 85°C

















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
WESTCAP CAPACITORS - B758BX104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life- 1
50V 85°C

















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
AEROVOX CAPACITORS - NC605104RK





















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
CHEM-ELECTRO RESEARCH CAPACITORS - CK2RI04K





















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CK16M104K





















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-09
GULTON CAPACITORS - CN05M105K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life- 2
5ov 125°c



















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152-20.02
KING ELECTRIC CAPACITORS - CK80BW104K




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
SCIONICS CAPACITORS - SCM30DI04K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group:



















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
EMC CAPACITORS- EK200R104K





















JPL TEST PROC EDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS- VL02BK103K V-LAM
Parameter: Insulation Leakage



















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VK30BX104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life - 2
50V 125°C


















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
WESTCAP CAPACITORS - B758BX104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-2
50V 125°C

















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
AEROVOX CAPACITORS - NC605104RK
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-3
100V 85°C


















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
CHEM-ELECTRO RESEARCH CAPACITORS - CK2RI04K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group:



















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS- CK16M104K




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS- CN05MI05K


























JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
KING ELECTRIC CAPACITORS- CK80BWl04K





















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
SCIONICS CAPACITORS - SCM30D104K




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
EMC CAPACITORS - EK200RI04K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage



















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02























JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VK30BXI04K





















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
WESTCAP CAPACITORS - B758BX104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group:






















JpL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
AEROVOX CAPACITORS - NC605104RK
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group:




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
CHEM-ELECTRO RESEARCH CAPACITORS - CK2R104K




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CKI6M104K




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CN05M105K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-4
IOOV 125°C




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
KING ELECTRIC CAPACITORS - CK80BW104K




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
SCIONICS CAPACITORS - SCM30DI04K
I



















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
EMC CAPACITORS - EK200RI04K

















• 2000 Hour Measurement
10 5
COMPUTED STATISTIC SHEET
JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VL02BKI03K V-LAM
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-4
100V 125°C





















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VK30BXI04K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-4
IOOV 125°C


















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
WESTCAP CAPACITORS - B758BX104K




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
AEROVOX CAPACITORS - NC605104RK
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-5
200V 85°C



















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
CHEM-ELECTRO RESEARCH CAPACITORS - CK2R104K




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CK 16M104K _




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CN05M105K























JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
KING ELECTRIC CAPACITORS - CKSOBW104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-5
200V 85°C



















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
SCIONICS CAPACITORS - SCM30DI04K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-5
200V 85°C













































JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS- VL02BK103K V-LAM
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-5
200 V 85°C

















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VK30BX104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-5
200V 85°C

















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
WESTCAP CAPACITORS- B758BX104K




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE-NUMBER 152. 20-02
AEROVOX CAPACITORS - NC605104RK
•Parameter:. Insulation Leakage Group: Life-6
200V 125°C


















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
CHEM-ELECTRO RESEARCH CAPACITORS - CK2RI04K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-6
200V 125°C

















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CK16M104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group:



















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
GULTON CAPACITORS - CN05M105K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-6
200V 125°C


















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
KING ELECTRIC CAPACITORS - CK80BW104K




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
SCIONICS CAPACITORS - SCM30D104K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group:




















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152. 20-02
EMC CAPACITORS- EK200RI04K






















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VL02BK103K %'-/.,AM























JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
VITRAMON CAPACITORS - VK30BXI04K
Parameter: Insulation Leakage Group: Life-6
200V 125°C

















JPL TEST PROCEDURE NUMBER 152.20-02
WESTCAP CAPACITORS - B758BX104K






















TABULATING CODES AND SERIAL NUMBER CROSS REFERENCE LIST
The reference inIormatibn listed_be|ow is contained in the following
pages:
Component Serial Number Cross Reference
Life Test Matrix Group Codes
Manufacturer' s Codes
Measurement Number Codes
The cross reference listingis included to indicate the actual tag
number used by PTS throughout the contract for individual component
control. The corresponding JPL Item Number, together with the Group
and Manufacturer Code, indicates the component identificationcontained
in all punched data cards delivered under this contract.
The schedule of Group Codes contained in this Appendix are those •
which correspond to the Life Test Matrices.
Codes used to identify the manufacturers are identical with those
contained in the punched data cards except the "I)" code for Aerovox, which
was changed to"010" in the punched cards.
Measurement Codes are shown as a two-digit number. The first
digit desig_._ates the environmental series ("1") or the the life test series























































































































































































































































49 6 0 A6805
...... 5,0 6 0 A 6 8 05
51 1 0 A6805
.52 1 0 A6805
53 1 0 A6805
54 I 0 A6805
55 1 0 A6805
56 1 0 A68057
57 1 0 A68058
58 1 0 A68059
59 1 0 A68060
60 1 0 A68061
61 1 0 A68062
62 1 0 A68065
65 1 0 A68064
64 1 O A68065
65 1 0 A68066
66 1 0 A68067
67 1 0 A68068
68 1 0 A68069
69 1 0 A 68070
70 1 0 A68071
71 1 0 A68072
7_ 1 0 A68073
73 ! 0 A68074
74 3. 0 A68075
75 1 0 A68076
76 3 0 A68077
77 3 0 A68078
78 5 0 A68079
79 3 0 A68080
80 . 3 0 A6808!
81 5 0 A68082
82 5 0 A68085
85 5 0 A68084
84 5 0 A68085
85 5 0 A68086
86 2 0 _A68087.
87 2 0 A68088
88 2 0 A68089
89 2 0 A68090
90 2 0 A68091
91 4 0 A68092
92 4 0 A68093
93 4 0 A68094
94 4 0 A68095
95 4 0 A68096
96 6 0 A68097
97 6 0 A68098
98 6 0 A68099
99 6 0 A68100
I00 6 0 A68101
121 1 0 A6812
.lee 1 0 A6812
125 1 0 A6812
._: 124 1 0 A6812
125 1 0 A6812










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































121 1 7 A6
_ 122_ 1 ....... 7 A6
125 1 7 A6
124 1 7 A6
125 1 7 A6
126 1 7 A6
127 1 7 A6
128 1 7 A6
129 1 7 A6
130 1 7 A6
131 1 7 A6
132 1 7 A6
133 1 7 A6
134 1 7 A6
155 1 7 A6
156 1 7 A6
137 1 7 A6
138 1 7 A6





















































157 2 7 A69383
158 B 7 A 6-9384
159 2 7 A69385
160 2 7 A69386
161 4 7 A69387
162 4 7 A69388
163 4 7 A69389
!6_._4 4 7 A6 939 0
165 4 7 A69391
166 ._ _6.............. 7 ...... A69392 ............
167 6 7 A69393
168 6 7 A69394











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.1 ....... 9_......... A69646








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Post Moisture Resistance Test
168 Hour Life Test
500 Hour Life Test
1000 Hour Life Test
2000 Hour Life Test
